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Abstract 

We give a sufficient condition for proving strong termination in Combinatory 

Logic and Rewriting Systems which solves an open problem [Boh 77]. We also compare, 

in the context of general rewriting systems, the power of that condition and other 

known methods, as the recursive path orderings and simplification orderings, pre- 

senting original results. 

A new technique for proving strong termination, called Diagram of Matchings, is 

also introduced. In many cases it allows to combine together the strength of various 

methods of proof. 

i. Introduction 

During the last few years many interesting papers have been published on the 

problem of proving termination of rewriting systems [HuO 80]. Back in 1975, while 

studying strong termination in Combinatory Logic systems, we introduced the Non- 

Ascending property (NA property, for short) [Pet 75]. In this paper we prove that 

NA property without restrictions implies strong termination. Our proof is based on 

the recursive path ordering method [Pla 78] and it does not require any generaliza- 

tion of such method as suggested by [KaL 80]. 
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Since the strong termination problem is undecidable, no general method exists 

for its solution. What one can do is to compare the various methods and analyze their 

relative power. We do this in section 4 and we compare the NA property, the recursive 

path orderings and the simplification orderings. In some cases the NA property shows 

its strength for proving strong termination of rewriting systems, because it avoids 

the need of looking for complicated (quasi) orderings, as required by other methods 

[Der 79o]. Indeed in section 5., using NA property, we will give a short proof of 

the strong termination of Example (F) in [Der 79c] (there the proof is based on the 

invention of a quite clever ordering). 

We also present a method, called Diagram of Matchings, for putting together the 

strength of single techniques of proving strong termination. This method is 

useful, because the undecidability constraint already mentioned, implies that no 

single technique is uniformly satisfactory. 

2. Combinatory Logic Rewriting Systems and preliminary definitions 

In this section we will recall some definitions concerning a particular rewrit- 

ing system, called Weak Combinatory Logic (WCL, for short) [Cur 58], in which the 

Non-Ascending property for proving short termination can be best introduced. 

The alphabet of WCL is: I,K,S constants or basic combinators; {,) parentheses for 

building terms and x,y,t,.., variables which range over terms. 

Terms are defined as follows: 

i) a constant or a variable is an atomic term; 

ii) an application of two terms x I and x2, denoted by (x I x2) , is a term. Thus terms 

in WCL look like binary trees. 

We will assume left associativity so that xlx2...x n stands for (...(XlX2)...Xn). 

Combinators are terms without variables. 

In WCL we have also a binary relation ~ on the set of terms, which we will call 

reduction. It is defined by the following reduction axioms: 

i. Ix i ~ x I (reduction axiom for I) 

2. Kxlx 2 -~x I {reduction axiom for K) 

3. Sxlx2x 3 ~ xlx3(x2x3 ) {reduction axiom for S) 

We assume that reflexivity does not hold for ~. 

Inference rules of WCL are: 

4. Transitivity holds for ~ 

5.1 If t I -~ t 2 then tot I ~ tot 2 {right monotony) 

5.2 If t I -~ t 2 then tlto ~ t2t ° (left monotony) 

E denotes syntactical identity of two terms. 

We will write t -~ v for showing that the term v is obtained from the term t by 
n 

using n times the reduction axioms. We can introduce in WCL some other constants (or 

basic combinators) defining them either in terms of applications of I,K and S or by 
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giving the corresponding reduction axiom. For example, we can introduce a constant B 

by giving either B ~ S(KS)K or Bxlx2x 3 ~ x1(x2x3) o We refer to [Cur 58] for the 

notion of redex, normal form, etc~ 

Definition I. The order of a basic combinator X is the least integer m such that 

every reduction of Xxl...XmY1...y n is obtained by applying the left monotony rule to 

the reduction of Xx I .... x m- 

We also introduce some more definitions. We say that a combinator t has strong 

normal form when all reduction strategies lead it to its normal form (usually t is 

also said to have strong normalization property). 

A subbase B is a non-empty (possibly infinite) set of basic combinators, i.e. 

B = {X i ..... Xn}. 

The applicative closure B + of a subbase B is the set of all finite applicative com- 

binations of the basic eonlbinators in B. 

The set S t of subterms of the term t is defined as follows: 

i) if t is a basic eombinator then S t = {t) 

= U St 2 U {t] ii) if t z (tlt2) then S t Stl 

The set of proper subterms of t is S t - {t}. 

We say that the basic combinator X with reduction axiom Xxl...x n ~v is a 

combinator iff v is an applicative combination of variables in {xl, .... Xn}. proper 

Given a term t, we define the corresponding marked term marked(t) as follows: 

marked(t) z mark(t,0) where 

mark(t,n) = < t,n } if t is a basic combinator or a variable 

= (mark(tl,n+l) mark(t2,n)) if t z (tlt2) 

A marked term can be represented in the obvious way as a binary tree, whose leaves 

are labelled by pairs. 

In a marked term t an occurrence v of an atomic subterm is associated with an 

integer, which we will call the c-number (short for copy-number), of that atomic 

subterm occurrence. It will be denoted by cn(v,t). The c-number of a leaf of a term 

t is the number of left choices one has to make in going from the root of the tree 

corresponding to t to the considered leaf. 

Example i. marked(SXlX2X 3) looks like: / ~ / / ( x ~ , 0 )  

{ x2 ' I  ) 
<S,3> (Xl,2) 

marked(xlx3(x2x3)) looks like: / ~  

<x I 2> (x3,1> <x2,1 > <x3 0 > 
' ' m 

Now we will introduce the notion of rewriting system as a generalization of WCL. 

Let F be a (finite) set of operators, i.e. symbols with arity. T(F) is the set of 

(ground) terms over F. 
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Definition 2. A rewriting system Z is a finite set of axiom schemata where variables 

range over T(F). The i-th axiom schema is of the form: li(~) ~ ri(~ ] where ~ denotes 

a vector of variables and var(ri(~)) C var(i. (~)).l 

A substitution %(x) is ground iff %(×) associates to the variable x a term in T(F). 

Given a term t I we can obtain a term t 2 hy applying once the i-th rule of Z, and we 

write t I -----+ t2, iff: 
l(i) 

t I or one of its subterms matches Z.(~), according to the (ground) substitution l 

9(~), and 

t 2 is obtained from t I by replacing t I or the considered subterm of t I with 

r(~(~)). 
l 

Notice that the rewriting process is highly non deterministic because more than one 

rewriting rule can be applied and a rule can be applied with respect to one or more 

(sub) terms of t I. 

Example 2. Given Z : {~ ~ x ~ x; 7(x A y) ~ ~ x V~ y; ~(x V y) ~ ~ x A~ y}, and 

F = {V, ~ ,7,A} where V,~,~ and A have arity 2,2,1 and 0 respectively, 

t I E ~ (~ ~ h V~ A) can be rewriten as ~ ~ ~ A A ~ ~ A or as ~ (A V ~ A). 

Definition 3. A rewriting system E is strongly terminating w.r.to the set of term 

T(F) iff ~t ~ T(F) there is no infinite sequence of terms t I ~ t 2 ~ ... ~ t ~ ... 
n 

s.t. t I E t and YK~i s.t. t k ------+ i (i) tk+l" 

3. The Non-Ascending Propert~ as a sufficient condition for stron~ termination 

Definition 4. We say that a proper combinator X with reduction axiom XXlX2.~.x n ~v 

has Non-Ascending property (NA property, for short) iff Vi for i < i < n if 

<xi, p ) occurs in marked(XXl...Xn) and (xi, q } occurs in marked(v] then p > q. 

Notice that in marked(Xxl...Xn) x i is associated with p = n-i, i.e. 

cn(xi,marked(Xx]...Xn)) : n-i. 

Example 3. If XXlX 2 ~ Xl(XlX2) X has NA property. 

If XXlX2X3X 4 ~ Xl(Xl(XlX2)] (x2(x2(x2x3)) (x2x3x4) X has NA property. S does not have 

NA property, because (x3,O } occurs in marked(Sxlx2x3) and (x3,1 } occurs in 

marked(XlX3(X2X3))" B 

In order to prove that the NA property is a sufficient condition for strong termina- 

tion we will use the recursive path ordering method [Pla 78]. We will follow Der- 

showitz'snotation [Der 79c]. 

Let us first recall some preliminary definitions and theorems. 

Given any set A, we will denote by M(A) the set of multisets built out of elements 

in A~ For instance, if A is the set of natural numbers, {i,3,2,1,3 } E M(A). 

Definition 5. Given an ordered set (A, >), we can define an ordering >> for the multi 

sets M(A) as follows: VM,N C M(A) M >> N iff M = Z U A and N = Z ~ B and Yb C B 

~a C A s.t. a > b, where U denotes disjoint union of multisets. Notice that A cannot 

be empty. 
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For instance: {5,5,4,1} >> {5,5,3,2,3} where Z = {5,5}, A = {4,1} and B = {3,2,3}. 

Definition 6. The ordered set (A, >) is said to be well-founded iff there is no in- 

finite descending sequence of elements in A such as: a I >a 2 >... >an >''" 

Theorem i. [Der 79a] i) If > is irreflexive and transitive then >> is irreflexfve 

and transitive, ii) > is well-founded iff >> is well-founded. 

Let -> be an irreflexive and transitive ordering on a set of operators F with 

fixed arity. 

Definition 7. The recursive path ordering > over the set T(F) of terms over F is 

recursively defined as follows: 

s ~ f(sl,...,s m) > g(tl,...,t n) ~ t 

iff s ~ t and [either (f .> g and s > t. for all i) (RP0.!) 
- -  l 

or (f ~ g and {s I ..... s m} >> {t I ..... t n} with m=n >0) (RPO.2) 

or (s i ~ t for some i, 1 ~ i < m)] (RPO. 3) 

where: i) s £ tiff they are exactly the same term or operator 

ii) s > tiff (s > t or s = t) 

iii) s = tiff (f H g an_dd (tl .... ,tin >__ is a permutation of 

(s I ..... s m > where m is the arity of f and g) 

iv) >> is the multiset extension of the ordering > . 

Theorem 2. [Der 79c]. .> is well-founded iff > is well-founded. 

Definition 8. An irreflexive and transitive ordering > over a set of terms T(F) is a 

simplification ordering if it satisfies the following properties: 

i) t > t' implies f(...,t,...) > f( .... t',...) (monotonicity) 

ii) f(...,t,...) > t (subterm) 

for any t,t' E T(F) and any f E F. 

Theorem 3 [Der 79c]. A recursive path ordering over a set of terms T(F) is a simpli- 

fication ordering. 

The interest of recursive path orderings and simplification orderings relies on 

the following theorem: 

Theorem 4 [Der 79c]. Given a rewriting system ~ = {£i(~) ~ri(~)Ii ~i? p} if there 

exists a simplification ordering > s.t. for any ground substitution %(~), 

~i(~(~)) > ri(~(~)) then ~ is strongly terminating. 

Analogously to Theorem 4., the NA property also gives a sufficient condition 

for strong termination. For showing this fact, we need to prove first some pre- 

liminary lemmas. 

In what follows, unless otherwise stated, we will consider X to be a proper 

combinator whose order is n. 

Fact I. X has NA property iff its reduction axiom can be written as follows [L~v 80]: 
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Xx l..,x n -+ tn where tn E Tn = {tn-i Un!tn-i E Tn-I ' Un ETn} U {xl '''''xn} and 

T ={} 
o 

Proof. By induction on n and on the size of t . 
n I 

For each t 6 {X,x I, ... }+, we define the following tree Tr(t), whose leaves are the 

atomic terms occurring in t and all other nodes are associated with primed or un- 

primed natural numbers (those numbers are considered as operators with arity 2 if 

unprimed, i if primed). 

Tr(t) = Modify (Tl(t,0)) 

Tl(t,n) = n' if t is atomic 

I 
t 

if t z tlt 2 

T1(tl,n+l) T1(t2,n) 

where Modify changes any maximal subtree of the form 
m 

X. 
3.. 

into 

Therefore the set of operators we used for the trees in {Tr(t)} is: 

m 

x. 
l 

F = N U N' U {x I ..... Xn} U {X) 

where N and N' are respectively the set of unprimed and primed natural numbers. Due 

to the Modify operation, the operators in F should be considered to have variable 

arity, but this does not create problems [Der 79a]. We assume the following irrefle- 

xive and transitive order among the elements in F: 

a -> b iff a is greater than b in the usual order among natural numbers without con- 

sidering the prime mark. 

All other pairs of elements of F are unrelated. 

Example 4. 5 -> 3 .> 2' and 5' °> 3' -> 2. 

Let us denote by > the r.p.o, defined in {Tr (t) } starting from the ordering -> 

Since the ordering .> is obviously well-founded, > also is well-founded ([Der 79c]). 

Given the terms (or trees) t,t I and t 2 , s.t. t I is a particular occurrence 

of a subterm (or subtree) of t, we will denote by t[t I ~- t2] the result of the 

replacing t I by t 2 in t. 

t[t I ~- ] denotes the extension of the replacing operation to a vector of oc- 
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currences. It is defined in a componentwise way. 

Lem___ma_ll. (Context Lemma i). Given t,t I and t 2 6 {X} + s.t. t I is an occurrence of a 

subterm of t, if Tr(t I) > Tr(t 2) then Tr(t) > Tr(t[t I ~- t2]). 

Proof. Immediate by definition of r.p.o, i 

Lem~ma 2. If Xxl..~x -+t and X has NA property then for any i, I < i < n, and 
n n 

for any n > l 

Tr(Xxl...x n) > Tr(tn)- 
]0' 

Proof. (i) Suppose tn - Xn. Since Tr(t n) = i is a subterm of Tr(Xx l...xn;' the 

ix 
n 

thesis follows by RPO. 3. Im ' 
(ii) Suppose t --- x. for i # n. Since a subterm of Tr(Xxl...x ) is for 

n 1 n 

m' > 0', the thesis follows by RPO.3. x. 

(iii) Suppose t n = tn_ 1 (t -i ('''xi))" We need to prove that: 

{ T r ( X x l . . . X n _ i ) ,  } >> [ T r ( t  _ 1 ) ,  T r ( t  _1)  . . . . .  ) .  
x , 

n 1 

This is true by induction hypothesis on n and because: 

0' if i ¢ n then with m' > 0'occurs in Tr(Xxl...Xn_ I) m if i = n then - ; 

X n- . X. 

Le~ma 3. (Context Len~ma 2). Given the terms tl,t 2 and r, let us consider the oc- 

currences o I and 0 2 of the same atomic subterm respectively in t I and t 2. 

If Tr(t I) > Tr(t 2) then Tr(ti[o I ~-r]) > Tr(t2[o 2 ~- r]). 

Proof. Immediate. m 

Lemma 4. Given t - Xx l...x n, t' E Tn and ~ a vector of terms in {X} + we have 

Tr(t[~ ~- ~] > Tr(t' [~ ~- ~]). 

Proof. By induction on the length of the vector of variables ~. m 

Let us consider the generic component, say xj, of ~. By Lemma 2, Tr(t) > Tr(t')o 

If t'=t~_ 1 (t2 i (...xi)) then ~k in tk n-i there is only one occurrence of 

the variable Xn_ I , because t' ~ Tn (this can easily be proved by structural induction 

on t'). Therefore one can derive Tr(t[~ ~-~]) > Tr(t'[~ ~-r~]) by applying Lemma 3 

for the occurrences of the variable xj when comparing Tr(Xx l...xn_ I [xj ~- rj]) with 

Tr(tk_l[x j ~-rj]) for any k. m 

Theorem 6. (The NA Theorem). Vt,t' ~ {X} + if X has NA property and t ~ t' then 

Tr(t) > Tr(t'). Thus Vt E {X} + has strong normal form. 

Proof. Immediate by Context Lemma i and Lemma 4. l 

Example 5. Given + s.t. + XlX2X3X 4 ~ xlx3(x2x3x4 ) , any term t E {+}+ has strong 

normal form. 

Theorem 7. Given a subbase B = {XI,X 2 .... } sst. Vi X i has NA property, Vt C B + t has 
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strong normal form. 

Proof. Immediate extension of Theorem 6. g 

Example 6. Given X and Y s.t. XXlX2X3X 4 ~ xl(xlx2) (xlx2x3) (xlx2(xlx2x3)x4) 

and Yxix2x 3 ~ xl(xl(xl(x1(xlx2)))) (Xl(XlX2) (xlx2x3)), Yt C {X,y} + t has strong 

normal form. m 

The proof of the main le~nma 2 we have given, is based on the r.p.o, raethod by 

[Pla 78]. It is possible to give another proof of the NA theorem [L@v 80], but it 

relies on a generalization of the r.p.o, method [KaL 80], which consists in replacing 

(RPO. 2) by the following: 

f E g and (sl, ..,Sm ) • >>lexieographically <ti'''''tn > with m = n > 0 

and Vi s > t. (RPO.2') 
l 

4. Comparing the Non-Ascending property, Recursive Path Orderings and Simplification 

Orderings 

We will show a general result concerning the relative power of the two Recur- 

sive Path Orderings methods we mentioned in the previous section, namely: 

!st method (with m ultiset order): (RPO. I) + (RPO.2) + (RPO.3), which we will denote 

by RPO.MS, and 

2nd method (with bounded l exicographie order) : (RPO. i) + (I~20.2') + (RPO. 3) , which 

we will denote by RPO. BL. 

In proving termination we will say that a method Ml is not less powerful than 

another method M2, and we write M1 m M2, if for any proof using M2 there exists a 

proof using MI. 

Theorem 8. RPO.MS m RPO.BL. 

Proof. It is enough to show how a bounded lexicographic ordering can be translated 

into a multiset ordering. Let us consider the lexicographic order to be left-to- 

right, i.e. (a,b) > <c,d > iff (a > c or (a = c and b > d)). 

We can transform the pair (a,b) into the set {( l,a ),(0,b ) ]. Then it is easy to 

show that <a,b ) > (c,d) iff {( l,a },(0,b > ] >> {<l,c ),<0,d ) } where 

< n,m ) > < n' ,m' ) in the usual lexicographic order. 

If, instead of pairs, we have n-tuples, we must encode them into pairs, i.e. 

(a I ..... a n } = (a I, ... (an_/,a n > ... } . Therefore, for instance, (a,b,c } 

becomes the set of pairs {< l,a ),< 0,( l,b )),( 0,(0,c )} }, or equivalently the set 

{<2,a >,( l,b ),<0,c ) }. 

In order to complete our proof we have to show how to encode in a multiset ordering 

the fact that the lexicographic ordering is bounded. We need to show that t I > t 2 , 

where tl,t 2 E T(F), according to (RPO.BL), iffTrl(tl) >Tr2(t 2) according to (RPO.MS) 

for some transformations Trl and Tr2. They are: 
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Trl(t I)= Tl(0,t I) where 

Tl(n,tl) = (n,t I } 

= ( n,f ) 

Tl(n+k-l,tll) Tl(n,tln) <*,t I 

if t I is atomic 

if t I H f(tll,...,tlk) 

> where * is an extra unrelated element of F,and 

Tr2(t 2) = T2(0,t 2) where 

T2(n,t2) = (n,t 2 ) 

= (n,f } 

T2 (n+k-1 ,t21) T2 (n,t2k) ( * , t 2 1 )  ( *, t2k 

if t 2 is atomic 

if t 2 z f(t21 ..... t2k ) 

Notice that in comparing for instance <*,t I ) wit h <*,t2j > , we have to compare t I 

with t2j, and this must be done using again the bounded lexicographic ordering. But 

we have to use RP0.MS and not RPO.BL. This forces us to construct Tr1(t I) again (notice 

that we already constructed Tr1(t I) when comparing t I and t2). Nevertheless this pro- 

cess of constructing Trl(t I) will eventually terminate, by induction on the pair of 

sizes < I~tlII, IIt2~ ) . • 

Example 7. Ackermann function definition. 

I. A(0,x) -~ Sx 

2. A(sx,0) -~A(x,s0) 

3. A(sx,sy) -~A(x,A(sx,y)) 

No direct proof of strong termination is possible using RPO.MS, because it is not 

the case that {sx,sy} >> {x,A(sx,y)} [KaL 80]. But we can have an indirect proof 

using Theorem 8. Let US consider F = {A,s,0} U N U {*}, where 

A -> s -> 0, m .> n if m,n E N and m > n in the usual ordering for N. 

The only difficult rule is the third one. We have: 
Tr2(A(x,A(sx,y))) = (0,A) Trl(A(sx,sy)) = <0,A ) 

< 1,s) <0,s} <*,A } <1,x ) <0,A } <*,x ) <*,A } 

As 
<I ><0 ) xy (I y) x 

x 
X y ( l,x } (*~X } 
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and we caneasilyprove Trl(A(sx,sy)) > Tr2(A(x~A(sx,y))), using RPO.MS and subterm 

induction on the r.h.s, of equation 3. • 

Now we would'like to compare the power of the recursive path ordering methods, 

which are particular simplification orderings, with the power of the NA property in 

proving strong termination in WCL. For simplicity reasons we will present our re- 

sults when terms are elements of ~= {X~, where X is a proper combinator with NA 

property, but the results are valid also when B += {Xl,X2,...}+and X i is a proper 

combinator with NA property for any i. 

Let us first present the (RPO.MS) method and the (RPO.BL) method, in the case 

of W_eak ~ombinatory _Logic with proper combinators (WCLp, for short). 

We consider the set of operators F = {X,a,xl,x2,...} whose elements have arity 

0, except a, which denotes application of terms and has arity 2. We assume 

(tlt2) z a(tl,t2). We suppose a .> X, and no other pairs are related under .>. Notice 

that Vt E T(F) if x i ~ S t then t and x i are not related by >. RPO. I reduces to: 

s > tiff s ~ a(sl,s2) and t ~ X. 

Given s H ~(sl,s 2) ~ a((XXl...Xn_l),X n) and t H a(tl,t2) H a(Un_l,Un) where 

Un_ 1 E Tn_l and u n E Tn we have that: RPO.2 reduces to {Sl,S 2} >> {tl,t2} , i.e. 

{XXl...Xn_l,x n} >> {Un_l,Un} and RP0.2' reduces to [(s I > t I) o_r_r (s I = t I and 

s 2 > t2)] and s > t I and s > t2, i.e. (s I > t I and s > t2) o_~r (s I = t I and s 2 > t2). 

Since s 2 H Xn, RPO.2' is equivalent to (Xx I. ..Xn_ 1 > Un_ 1 and Xx I. . .Xn_iX n > Un) 

RP0.3 reduces to s. > t for i = 1,2. 
i - 

Fact 2. For WCLp, RPO.MS and NA property are incomparable, i.e. there are cases in 

which one can prove termination using RPO.MS, but not NA property and viceversa. 

(Th±sfactholds when no previous isomorphic transformations of the terms to be 

compared are done). 

Proof. i) RPO.MS ~ NA property. Consider Xxlx2x 3 ~x3x 2. 

NA does not hold, but {XXlX2,X 3} >> {x3,x2} 

ii) NA property ~RPO.MS. Consider XXlX2X 3 ~XlX2(XlX2X3). 

{XXlX2,X 3} >~ {xlx2,xlx2x3}, because XXlX 2 ~ XlX2X 3. I 

Fact 3. For WCLp, RPO.BL and NA property are equivalent, i.e. RPO.BL > NA property 

and NA property > RPO.BL. 

Proof. The proof is done by structural induction on t n in Xxl...x n ~ t n. If t n ~ x i 

for i = 1,2, .... n then obviously RPO.BL and NA property are equivalent. If tn~tn_lU n 

we already deduced that (RPO.2') is (Xxl...Xn_ 1 > tn_ 1 and Xxl..~Xn_iX n > Un).These 

two conditions correspond to the reductions axioms of two constants, say Y and Z,with 

NA property. In fact, since X has NA property, t E T and by Fact i we have: 
n n 

has NA property, and tn_l E Tn_l , i.e. Y s.t. Yxl...Xn_ I tn_ 1 

Un E Tn, i.e. Z s.t. Zxl...Xn ~ u n has NA property. 

In order to complete the prove we have to show that RPO.3 never applies. This is ob- 
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vious because all non atomic terms have the same topmost operator a. 

5. Using various orderings together: the me<hod of the Diagram of Matchings 

W 

Most of the rewriting systems one encountersu are not suitable for the direct 

application of the NA property, because they do not correspond to reduction of pro- 

per combinators. When dealing with non-proper combinators, the NA property alone is 

not longer a sufficient condition for strong termination, as shown by the following 

example. 

Example 8~ 7 x ~ ~ x is not terminating. NA property holds hecause the l.h~s, is 

equal to the r.h.s. 

Therefore a modification of the NA property is necessary for coping with non-proper 

combinators or generic rewriting rules. 

Let us first generalize the notion of c-number. This is done by a suitable 

definition of marked(t) for any term t, so that we can associate with operators or 

variables in t, suitable values in a well-founded domain~ We will state without 

proofs the following theorems: 

Theorem 9. If for any rewriting rule each variable strictly decreases the value of 

its c-number in a well-founded domain~ then strong termination is guaranteed. 

Theorem i0. If for any rewriting rule there is no duplication of variables and the 

multiset of the c-numbers associated with the constants decreases in a well-founded 

domain, then strong termination is guaranteed. 

Example 9. (x A y) A z ~ x A x is strongly terminating by Theorem 9, using as 

c-number the distance from the top of the tree obtained by representing x A y as 

A 
/ ~o In fact cn(x,marked((x A y)A z)) = 2 and cn(x,marked(x A x)) : ] for each 

x y 
occurrence of x in x A x. R 

Example i0. [Der 79c]. (x A y)A z ~ x A (y A z) where the variables range over T(F) 

and F = {A,A}. A and A have arity 2 and 0 respectively. 

Choosing the prefix representation we have: 

A Axyz +A x A yz. Defining the c-ntlmber for each A as the number of A's occurring 

to its right, the sum of all c-numbers of A~s decreases at each contraction. Strong 

termination is guaranteed by Theorem i0~ m 

Now we will present, through some examples, a new method for proving strong 

termination of rewriting systems. In various cases it allows to combine together 

the strength of many different methods of proof. The central idea is the analysis 

of the way in which, during the rewriting process, new redexes are generated, be- 

cause termination is guaranteed if it is impossible to ]lave an infinite generation 

of redexes. For this purpose we will define a graph, called Diagram of Matchings, 

and for proving termination we have to show that no infinite looping is possible in 
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each strongly connected component of such a diagram. For each component we can use 

a different method of proof and this will provide us a way of putting together the 

strength of various methods. The following theorem gives the necessary justification 

of our approach. Let F be a set of operators with fixed arities and T(F) be the set 

of terms over F. Let Z = {£i(~) ~ ri(~)} be a rewriting system and t be a term in 

T(F). 

We will denote by B(t) the (multi)set of all redexes in t. 

Theorem !I. If there exists a well-founded order > and a measure M on subsets of 

T(F) s.t. Vi Vt,v E T(F) s.t. t -----* v, M(B(t)) > M(R(v)) holds, then E is strongly 
l(i) 

terminating. 

Proof. Since > is a well-founded ordering, no infinite descending sequences exist, 

and therefore strong termination is guaranteed. 

The method, called Diagram of Matchings, consists in three steps: 

1st Step: choice of an opportune algebraic representation of the terms in T(F), so 

that the structure of the redexes and the contexts in which they occur are made 

explicit. The invention of the algebraic representation effects also the measure M 

one has to discover for proving termination. 

2nd Step: derivation of the Diagram of Matehings. A node in that diagram stands for 

a rewriting rule, and an edge, s a y < i ~ j )  indicates that after the con- 

traction of a redex of the rule i(an i-redex for short),a j-redex can be created. 

Such a new redex can only be derived because of a matching of the r.h.s, of the i-th 

rule with the l.h.s, of the j-th rule. Therefore the generation of new redexes is 

captured by analysing the matchings of r.h.s, and l.h.s, of the rules. 

Given a term t, we may consider that for each redex of t there is a contracting 

agent acting in the corresponding node of the diagram. At each contraction step the 

agent which performs it, so to speak, dies and creates one or more contracting 

agents in the nodes following the one where it was (in general it may also kill 

other agents in other nodes as well)~ Therefore the reduction process can be con- 

sidered as a path in the tree (or the forest, if at the beginning the redexes are 

more than one) which is the unfolding of the Diagram of Matchings. 

3rd Step: proof of finiteness of the unfolding forest. This can be done by showing 

that, for each tree of that forest, each branch has finite length and the number of 

branches isfiniteo Since the Diagram of Matchings is a directed graph and, in ge- 

neral, not strongly connected, we can prove that the unfolding forest is finite by 

using Theorem llwf~h different orderings and measures for each strongly connected 

subdiagrams. 

Example ii. [Der 79a]. 

ao ffx ~ fgfx where F = {f,g,A}. f and g Rave arity i and A has arity 0. 

Since ffx can be embedded into fgfx no simplification ordering exists by which strong 
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termination can be proved [Der 79a peg. 213]. 

let proof of termination. There is a bijection between T(F) and T(F') where 

F' = {I} U F where I has arity i. It is defined by inserting I between any two 

adjacent f's. Thus I denotes the presence of an a-redex. The given rewriting system 

is strongly terminating iff f lfx -+ fgfx is strongly terminating. Since at each 

contraction step the number of l's decreases, the latter system is strongly termi- 

nating. In this case the measure M mentioned in Theorem ii, by which we proved 

termination, is the cardinality of the set of redexes. 

2nd proof of termination. We will use the Diagram of Matchings. 

Given any term in T(F) we can consider the string of f's and g's to the left of the 

terminating A as a word of the free monoid Mon over F-{A}. Therefore (a) is strongly 

terminating iff the following rewriting system is strongly terminating: 

xiffx j xifgfx j . we made a'. -+ where x i and xj are words of Mon. Using x i and x 3 

explicit the context in which redexes may occur and we represented the way in which 

contexts are modified during a contraction step. Now we will derive the Diagram of 

Matchings for (a') . 

Since there is only one rule we will have only one node (a'~ . 
k_/ 

Possible edges from ~a~ to <a') are due to the matehings of x~fgfx i with 

x.ffx.. There are 4 possible matchings: 
l 3 

oi: xl = xif; gfx~ = xj 

03: xll = xiffa; x.3 = bfgfx~; 

04: x i = x~fgfa; x! = bffxj; J 

02: xlfg = x i ; x[ = fx. 
3 3 

a = Isw(xj) ; b = rsw(xl) 

a = £sw(xi); b = rsw(x i) 

where Isw (or rsw) extracts a possibly empty left (or right) subword, Therefore the 

Diagram of Matchings is: 

° 4 ~  °2 

o 3 

No infinite cycling is possible, because i) in cases o I and o 3 at each cycle at least 

one extra f in x~ is used, and ii) in cases ~2 and ~4 at least one extra f in x! is 
3 

used. 

Example 12. [Der 79a]. In the Dutch National Flag problem we are given the following 

rewriting system: 

a. w,r ~ r,w 

b. b,r ~ r,b 

c. b,w ~ w,b 

We will transform it by explicity introducing contexts, suppressing commas and 
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introducing "]" (or "[") to the right (or left) of each r (or b). The presence of ] 

and [ shows that r can only terminate a redex and b can only begin it. We obtain: 

' ~ x i r] w x. a x i w r]xj ] 

' ~ x i r] [b x. b x i [b r] xj 3 

c' x [bw x ~x w [b x 
l ] l ] 

where x. and x. denote the contexts. They are words over the free monoid with symbols 
l 3 

in {r,w,b,[,]}. Since redexes are made out of 3 symbols and the rules do not change 

the contexts, for studying the generation of new redexes, we need only to consider 

matchings generated by shifts up to 2 symbols. For the r.h.s, of the rule a', i.e. 

x~ r] w x!, we have the following matchings: 
1 3 

a'-a': x. = x! r]; x! = r] x_ 
l 1 3 ] 

a'-a': x. w = x! ; x. = w x[ 
l 3 3 

a'-b': x i [b =x[ ; x = w x[ 
I 3 3 

The complete Diagram of Matchings is: 

(] moves to the left: it will be denoted by +-]) 

(again ] moves to the left) 

(again ] moves to the left) 

~] ~] 

[ 4  

~ ]  [ ~  

G ] Q 
where ~ means that, after reducing an a'-redex, we can reduce 

an adjacent b'-redex only at the expenses of moving a right parenthesis to the left. 

Any infinite path in the Diagram Matchings determines an infinite movement of right 

parentheses to the left (or left parentheses to the right). Such a movement is impos_ 

sible and therefore strong termination is proved. 

Example 13. [Der 79c]. 

i. 

2. 

3. 

7 7  x - . ~ x  

7(x V y) ~ 7 7 7 x A 7 7 7 y  

7(x Ay) ~777x V777y where F = {A,V,7,A} 

A and V have arity 2, 7 has arity I and A has arity 0. 

The Diagram of Matchings is: 
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where the edges to O stand for many edges, and ~ ~ is due to the 

unfolding of the strongly connected component ~ 2 ~--~--~ 3 )of the Diagram of 

Matching is finite, i.e. we need to show strong termination for the rules 2 and 3 

only. Given t E T(F) , if t has n binary operators, we consider the set of indexes 

I : {1,2,...n}. We associate to each A and V occurring in t a distinct index in I, 

so that an operator which is above another has a smaller index. During the reduction 

process those indexes are inherited in the obvious way (because one A produces only 

one V and viceversa)° We can associate with each A (or V ) a c-number which counts 

the number of ~ 's above it. If we consider the sequence (el,.. ~rc } where c. is 
n l 

the c-number of the operator with index i, then at each contraction that sequence 

decreases in lexicographie order° Therefore by Theorem i0 termination is guaranteed. 

7. Conclusions 

We proved that the NA property is a sufficient condition for strong termination 

of Combinatory Logic rewriting systems of proper co[mbinators using the recursive 

path ordering (,.p.o.) method. This in particular solves the conjecture that all ap- 

plicative combinations of the combinator +, s.to + abcd ~ ac(bcd), have strong normal 

form [Boh 77]. We then compared various methods for proving strong termination and we 

proved that: i) r.p.o, with multiset orderings are in general not less powerful than 

r.p.o, with bounded lexicographic ordering as defined in [KaL 80], ii) for Weak Com- 

binatory Logic with proper combinators, ,.p.o. with bounded lexicographic ordering 

is equivalent to NA property, iii) if we represent the application of two terms tl 

and t2 as the binary tree a , we showed that NA property and ,.p.o. with multi- 

tl t2 
set ordering have incomparable power. Finally we presented some ideas for dealing 

with rewriting systems with nonproper combinators and we introduced a new technique 

for proving strong termination. It is called Diagram of Matchings and it can be use- 

ful for combining the strength of various different methods of proof. 
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